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Game Design Sub-Contractor
LevelDesigner.net		“Various Titles”
Delighted to work any time-zone remotely or onsite in the SF Bay Area 
Offer custom methodologies for developing your game & training others  
I passionately, tirelessly, study your tools, your game and your competition.  I design playgrounds in any genre where your mechanics will teach, evolve and combine in ways you didn't know they could.  Under full production, depending on the game, I can personally assemble hundreds of levels in a few months time or guide a team to create many times more. Given time, I will love your game and create a roadmap you or others may follow to repeat my success or code my method into the machine.  
2015 – 2016        	        	          Game/Level Designer			San Francisco CA
FunPlus		   	      	“Kiss The Chef”
Assisted in R&D adding layers of depth & design tension to flesh out a prototype
Design & document levels from a world angle with regard to flow from one to the next
Here I worked with a very small team to establish a new franchise in the mobile free-to-play market.  I designed the second to second and per- minute gameplay that makes the experience grab you and hold on.  I planned all the level design using the “rational” approach combined with single page designs but as a primary player in early development I was able to recommend and employ systems that enabled this.

2014 – 2015        	        		Lead Level Designer			New York NY
Urthworx			 	 "NBA Escape"
Established the design theory and development method for a new game
Built over 100 levels and guided the development of many more in just a few months
This mobile title is built for Android and iOS and mixes physics gameplay with simple puzzles.  I built complex puzzles and scaled back to their simplest form for smooth logical transitions.  I defined the process and broke it up by deliverables that would allow us to pass them off to build levels on a virtual assembly line. This used the strengths of different designers to minimize weakness and maximize level generating output while offering positive social dynamics to a fully remote team.
AAA Games
2013 – 2014        	        	         Traversal/ Puzzle Designer		Redwood City CA
Crystal Dynamics	"Lara Croft & the Temple of Osiris"
Prototype and polish for “runner” style boss encounters with Ammit in the temples
	Level Design Polish for entire Overworld area of the game
	Ownership of AI navigation across the entire game
LC2 was assembled at a breakneck pace leaving endless rough edges and oversights across major areas of the game.  After prototyping a boss sequence that was planned to be scattered through the game I took focus on the more inglorious tasks associated with finishing a game before coming back again and polishing those boss sequences as we approached final.
      "Rise of the Tomb Raider"
Planned and built early designs for levels in both blockmesh and kitbash style
Built and scripted simple game interactions and more complex puzzle objects
My work on TRX was as varied as the game itself.  This contract had me working on levels from linear combat/performance type to the open-world hub type to the side path challenge puzzle type.  An area I particularly pushed forward was in creating the “connector” levels where the traversal challenge differs depending upon the direction you travel through it to assure that enough time is used to allow the next level to stream in to memory.
2010 – 2013		        Simulation & Action RPG Designer			Emeryville, CA
Maxis				"SimCity"
	Discovered the pipeline to create more than 50 interconnected game canvases
	Learned to love code when tool development was needed elsewhere
“Regions” were originally imagined as a menu system or series of interwoven canvases.  I was brought on to define this system and then make them by painting height-maps, writing script and solving complex connection logic to coordinate the efforts of different departments.  I worked with the lead designer to create places where you could see your city interacting with the others and feel like the different sites inspired something unique in either strategy or feel while each offering a puzzle of their own.
         "Darkspore"
Created designs that could integrate with present content while pushing it further

	Improved existing levels for flow and designed our hidden collectible system
Helped the lead level designer to optimize his workflow and generate the content needed to reach the level goals for Alpha, Beta, & Ship using Bioware’s Levelshop rapid level prototyping tool with our game’s own editor.  Level layout and optimizing worlds into giant tile sets offered the most challenge while level flow and navigation were the focus.

2007 – 2008        	        		  World Builder			Redwood City, CA
Electronic Arts			"Godfather 2"
Took large sectors of open world from sketch-up detail to shippable AAA product
Planned bonus game objectives and built the scenarios with simple visual script
Our roads were built with the Need 4 Speed road tool in 3DS Max but we used Maya to make terrain and position placeholder assets for the environmental artists using a tool that linked to the proprietary engine. My goal was to match references from our architect while maximizing gameplay opportunities within sections of an open world where players could approach from any angle.  After art finalized the look I went back to check gameplay.  I also scripted side missions to focus on building puzzles with little options or interesting tricks in tackling each one.
Education / Awards
Cogswell Polytechnical College, Sunnyvale 
B.A. Digital Art & Animation || Focus: Game Design 
 
Ohlone College, Fremont, CA 
3D Proficiency Certificate 
“N+” Xbox Live Arcade Title Metanet 
Level Design Contest Winner 
 

California State Fair Industrial Design 
Outstanding Achievement & 1st place Jeremy Welch
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